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ABSTRACT: The assessment of drug–polymer equilibrium solubility is of critical importance for predicting suitable loading and physical stability of solid dispersion formulations. However, quantitative measurement of this parameter is nontrivial due to the difficulties associated with ascertaining equilibrium values in systems that are prone to supersaturation and are simultaneously highly viscous, thereby slowing the equilibration process considerably; no standard methodology has yet been agreed for such measurements. In this study, we propose a new approach involving quasi-isothermal modulated temperature DSC (QiMTDSC), whereby unsaturated and supersaturated samples are held at defined temperatures and subject to a sinusoidal heating signal at a zero underpinning heating rate, thereby allowing the heat capacity of the sample to be measured as a function of time and temperature. We are not only able to ascertain whether equilibrium has been reached by monitoring the time-dependent heat capacity signal, but we can also measure solubility as a function of temperature via the absolute heat capacity values of the components. We are also able to measure the kinetics of recrystallization from the supersaturated systems. Dispersions of olanzapine in PLGA at concentrations up to 50% w/w, prepared by spray drying, were prepared and characterized using conventional and QiMTDSC as well as hot stage microscopy. The new QiMTDSC protocol was successfully able to determine olanzapine solubility in PLGA at 90 °C to be 23.1 ± 6.1% w/w, which was comparable to the values calculated using other established methods at this temperature, while a temperature/solubility profile was obtained using the method at a range of temperatures. Drug crystallization kinetics from the solid dispersions could also be modeled directly from the QiMTDSC data using the Avrami approach, thereby allowing the effect of drug loading on the rate of crystallization and the effective completion of crystallization to be investigated. Overall, an alternative protocol for measuring drug–polymer solubility has been developed and validated via comparison to established methods, the approach allowing solubility as a function of temperature, identification of equilibrium following demixing, and kinetic analysis of crystallization to be performed within one set of experiments.
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INTRODUCTION

Amorphous solid dispersions of drug molecules in a polymer matrix are a well-established approach to achieve both controlled release or solubilization. The amorphous form of most small molecule drugs is inherently unstable, and the physical stability of such systems is determined by the thermodynamic equilibrium solubility level of the drug in the polymer, which determines the maximum drug load that can be molecularly dispersed in the polymer matrix without risk of phase separation over time. Drug–polymer solubility is temperature-dependent and is influenced by both the enthalpy and entropy of mixing, although the relative contributions of each are uncertain. The capability to understand the physical stability of a formulation is essential as changes in the physical state of the drug, such as crystallization, can significantly affect the release performance of the solid dispersion, which makes determining the solubility of the drug in the polymer of critical importance. Despite this, there is still no standard method for measuring drug–polymer solubility, because there are several
difficulties associated with making solubility measurements in polymers, which are a result of the high viscosity of these systems. The main issues with the high viscosity of the polymer matrix are that the solubility equilibrium kinetics are very slow, and quantification of the drug concentration in the solid polymer matrix is challenging.

Modeling and experimental approaches have both been used to investigate the thermodynamic drug–polymer solubility equilibrium. Perturbed-chain statistical associating fluid theory (PC-SAFT) has been used to thermodynamically model the effect of polymer composition and molecular weight on solubility in drug–polymer systems and has been shown to provide accurate predictions of drug–polymer solubility through comparison to experimental results.\textsuperscript{1,3–6} Experimental protocols for measuring drug–polymer solubility have traditionally used differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC can use elevated temperatures, which allow the solubility equilibrium to be achieved more quickly, and can also measure key properties of the system, such as melting endotherms and glass transition temperatures, which can be used to determine solubility. A seminal DSC method reported in the literature involved heating cryo-milled physical mixtures of drug and polymer with the aim of dissolving the drug in the molten matrix by heating at slow scan rates and measuring at which temperature the dissolution process ends ($T_{\text{end}}$).\textsuperscript{2} $T_{\text{end}}$ was therefore the temperature at which the solubility is equal to the weight fraction of the drug in the physical mixture for the system. The method was then further developed by Sun et al. to include annealing periods to allow more time for the equilibrium to be reached, and a fast scan rate was used to assess whether any crystalline material remained following annealing.\textsuperscript{8}

More recently, Mahieu et al. developed a new DSC protocol based on demixing supersaturated drug–polymer solid dispersions.\textsuperscript{9} This approach uses a heat−cool−heat protocol: In the first cycle, the solid dispersion is heated to promote crystallization of the thermodynamically unstable drug and is then annealed at a defined temperature to allow the solubility equilibrium to be achieved. In the second cycle, the sample is rapidly cooled below the glass transition temperature ($T_g$). Finally, in the third cycle, the sample is heated again, and the $T_g$ of the molecularly dispersed drug−polymer phase is measured. The composition of the drug−polymer phase can then be determined from the $T_g$ using theoretical relationships such as the Gordon–Taylor equation.\textsuperscript{10} A key advantage of this approach is that the demixing process (crystallization) is often faster than the mixing process (dissolution) on heating of these highly viscous systems, which makes experimental times significantly shorter.\textsuperscript{9} This method has now been applied to several drug−polymer systems and has been validated against other methods of measuring solubility.\textsuperscript{11–15}

In this study, a new quasi-isothermal modulated temperature DSC (QiMTDSC) protocol has been developed as a novel means to simultaneously measure both drug−polymer solubility and drug crystallization kinetics within solid dispersions based upon the same demixing principle. QiMTDSC is a variant of traditional MTDSC, which uses an underlying heating rate of zero. The sample temperature is modulated around a central value for extended periods, which allows the reversing heat capacity ($\text{Re}C_p$) of a sample to be measured as a function of time. Heat capacity is a fundamental measure of molecular mobility. At temperatures below the $T_g$, the glassy and crystalline forms of a material have a very similar heat capacity; however, above the $T_g$, the amorphous form of a material has a significantly higher heat capacity than the crystalline counterpart due to changes in the configurational degrees of freedom.\textsuperscript{16} The newly developed QiMTDSC method therefore proposes to exploit the heat capacity difference between the two physical forms of the drug above the $T_g$ to both determine the fraction of drug that crystallizes at a particular temperature (therefore allowing solubility calculations) and measure the kinetics of the drug crystallization that occurs in the solid dispersion system.

Olanzapine and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) form the system of interest in this study. Olanzapine is an atypical antipsychotic medication licensed for maintenance treatment of schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{17} PLGA is a synthetic biodegradable polyester that is widely used for long-acting formulations such as microparticles because of its proven safety in humans and long in vivo degradation times, which allow controlled release of drug over time periods of days to years.\textsuperscript{18} Several studies have previously formulated olanzapine with PLGA to produce micro/nanoparticles, because long-acting injectable formulations of olanzapine are desirable due to issues with compliance to oral therapy of antipsychotic medications in patients with schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{9–22} No attempts have yet been made to measure the drug−polymer solubility of this formulation, which may have a significant effect on drug loading and release performance.

The aims of this study were three-fold: (1) to measure olanzapine−PLGA solubility using the established DSC demixing method, (2) to develop a QiMTDSC protocol as a novel method to both measure drug−polymer solubility and drug crystallization kinetics within solid dispersion systems, and (3) to compare the drug−polymer solubility values calculated using the calorimetry methods to a simple microscopy method at a single temperature. This study therefore provides a comparison of three demixing methods used to assess drug−polymer solubility and also describes the development of a new QiMTDSC protocol for investigating the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of amorphous solid dispersion formulations.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Materials.** Crystalline olanzapine ($C_{21}H_{25}ON_3S; M_w = 312.43$ g/mol) was purchased from Mjoi Ltd., India. Amorphous PLGA (lactide/glycolide ratio = 50:50; $M_w = 17 000$ g/mol; acid terminated) was obtained from Corbion, Netherlands. Dichloromethane (DCM) and acetonitrile were of analytical grade and were purchased from VWR, United Kingdom.

**Methods.** Preparation of Amorphous Microparticulate Solid Dispersion Formulations. Olanzapine−PLGA micro-particles (polymer dispersions) were produced using a Mini B−290 Spray Dryer (Buchi, Switzerland) connected to a B-295 Inert Loop (Buchi, Switzerland), achieving a closed system. The materials were codissolved in DCM at the desired ratio at a total solids concentration of 10% w/v. Spray drying was performed under an inert atmosphere (<6% O$_2$), which was achieved by use of nitrogen spray gas. Atomization of the feed solution was achieved using an ultrasonic nozzle and controller (Buchi, Switzerland) with an operating power of 1.0 W and a pump rate of 1.25 mL/min. The temperature of the drying gas was 60 °C, resulting in an outlet gas temperature of 40−45 °C. The product obtained was a fine yellow powderr, and a secondary drying step was performed in an oven (40 °C, 24 h).
to remove residual solvent. A UV assay (λ = 276 nm) was used to quantify the drug content of the particles, which were first fully dissolved in acetonitrile. The measured drug content was in excellent agreement with the theoretical composition at all drug loads used in this study.

**Thermal Analysis.** The standard DSC experiments were performed using a DSC Q1000 (TA Instruments, USA), and the QiMTDSC experiments were performed using a Discovery DSC (TA Instruments, USA). All DSC experiments were performed under a nitrogen purge gas at a flow rate of 50 mL/min. Temperature and cell constant calibrations were performed on each instrument using indium as a standard. An additional reversing heat capacity (RevCp) calibration was performed on the Discovery DSC using synthetic sapphire as a standard. Standard aluminum pans and lids (TA Instruments, USA) were used for all experiments. A pinhole was punched in the lids of the pans used in the standard DSC experiments. A sample mass of 5 ± 0.5 mg was used for all experiments. Additional care was taken when preparing samples for QiMTDSC to ensure that a uniform mass was present and the bottom of the DSC pan was completely flat. The RevCp was also verified several times throughout the experiment.

**Optical Microscopy.** Polarized light microscopy was performed using a Leica DM 2700 M microscope (25x magnification) with a polarized light filter and a Mettler Toledo H8S82 Hot Stage controlled by an FP90 Central Processor.

**Methods for Measuring Drug–Polymer Solubility.**

**DSC Demixing (Tg) Protocol.** The protocol used in this study was similar to that described in the original publication and is based on measuring drug–polymer solubility using the Tg, after reaching the thermodynamic solubility equilibrium from a supersaturated state. Briefly, a 50% w/w olanzapine–PLGA solid dispersion was heated at a rate of 10 °C/min from 0 °C to the target temperature where it was annealed for 90 min. The samples were then rapidly cooled to −10 °C and then reheated to 200 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. The Tg of the amorphous phase following crystallization was measured in the second heating cycle. Experiments were performed in triplicate at each annealing temperature and an average Tg was calculated.

The Tg was used to calculate the solubility following crystallization using a standard curve as the system was found to significantly deviate from the theoretical Gordon–Taylor relationship. To prepare the standard curve, a series of olanzapine–PLGA solid dispersions with increasing drug content were produced using the spray drying method described above, and the Tg was measured using a standard heat–cool-heat method with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The samples were heated to 70 °C in the first cycle and held at this temperature isothermally for a period of 30 min to thoroughly dry the solid dispersions before measuring the Tg in the second heating cycle.

**QiMTDSC Demixing (RevCp) Protocol.** A new QiMTDSC protocol was developed in this study that provides an alternative method for measuring drug–polymer solubility. This method also used the demixing principle to achieve the thermodynamic solubility equilibrium; however, the RevCp of the system is used to calculate the solubility rather than the Tg.

The RevCp of crystalline olanzapine, amorphous olanzapine, and amorphous PLGA were measured at 90 °C. Amorphous olanzapine was generated by first melting the crystalline drug in situ in the DSC pan. The materials were equilibrated to 90 °C and held isothermally for 15 min with a modulation amplitude of 1 °C and period of 100 s to measure the RevCp. Six replicates of each material were analyzed, and an average value was used.

Olanzapine–PLGA microparticle solid dispersions (10, 35, and 50% w/w drug load) were then analyzed. The RevCp of the samples were measured at 90 °C, as described above, using an isothermal period of 70 min to allow time for olanzapine crystallization. The RevCp of the raw materials and the RevCp of the solid dispersions following annealing could then be used to calculate the relative fractions of crystalline and amorphous drug, which could then be used to calculate the drug–polymer solubility.

Additionally, this method allowed the kinetic stability of supersaturated systems to be investigated. The olanzapine crystallization kinetics were calculated for each solid dispersion system by fitting the Avrami equation to the experimental data using the Levenberg–Marquardt iteration algorithm in Origin Pro 2016 software.

A 50% w/w olanzapine–PLGA microparticle solid dispersion was also analyzed at 70, 80, and 90 °C for 90 min using the same modulation parameters to assess whether crystallization was complete under these annealing conditions for comparison to the DSC (Tg) protocol data.

**Semiquantitative Microscopy Method.** A semiquantitative microscopy method was used to verify the olanzapine–PLGA solubility values calculated using the calorimetry methods. A series of olanzapine–PLGA solid dispersions with increasing drug load were prepared by spray drying. Each solid dispersion (<1 mg) was then finely spread on a glass microscope slide and stored at 90 °C in an oven for 24 h to promote demixing (crystallization) and allow time for the solubility equilibrium to be achieved. The annealed solid dispersions were then removed from the oven and placed in a hot stage at 90 °C, and polarized light microscopy was used to assess for the presence of olanzapine crystals, indicating whether the system was undersaturated or supersaturated at the temperature in question.

### RESULTS

**Measuring Drug–Polymer Solubility: DSC Demixing (Tg) Method.** In the first part of the study, highly loaded systems were annealed in order to promote demixing, with the measurement of postphase separation Tg used as a means of assessing the remaining drug concentration, which is considered to be the saturation drug level. The Tg values of amorphous olanzapine and PLGA were measured as 68.1 and 40.4 °C, respectively. A 50% w/w olanzapine–PLGA microparticle solid dispersion was then annealed at a range of temperatures, and the Tg was subsequently measured on reheating following cooling under controlled conditions. Figure 1 shows the average Tg measured versus annealing temperature for the temperature range of 60–140 °C. The Tg of the solid dispersion remains fairly constant at approximately 55.2 °C following annealing at 60 and 70 °C, suggesting that the system does not demix under these conditions. However, the Tg begins decreasing when annealed at 80 °C and decreases further to 49.5 °C when annealed at 90 °C, reflecting the loss of drug from the amorphous phase as it crystallizes, with an associated decrease in Tg as the PLGA content effectively increases in the amorphous phase. This reduction in Tg between 70 and 90 °C coincided with a reduction in enthalpy in the crystallization exotherm (Figure 2), which

---
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confirms that reduction in $T_g$ is due to loss of amorphous olanzapine from the polymer matrix as it crystallizes during the annealing period. The lowest annealing temperature at which no crystallization was detected in the second heating cycle was 90 °C, indicating that for the system and annealing time used, 90 °C is the lowest temperature at which complete demixing occurs. Therefore, temperatures ≥90 °C can be used to measure solubility as the thermodynamic solubility equilibrium is achieved. Annealing in the temperature range between 100 and 140 °C resulted in a gradual increase in the $T_g$ to 52.4 °C (Figure 1). An increase in $T_g$ can be interpreted in terms of the solubility being temperature-dependent; hence, as the temperature increases, the excess crystalline drug dissolves. The drug–polymer solubility can therefore be calculated at a range of temperatures, and a solubility curve can be generated at elevated temperatures.

The solubility was calculated from the $T_g$ of the solid dispersion using a standard curve of $T_g$ versus olanzapine concentration in PLGA (Figure 3). The standard curve was fitted with a linear trend line ($R^2 = 0.987$) to allow calculation of olanzapine solubility in PLGA from the $T_g$, this relationship was found to provide a better fit than the Gordon–Taylor equation in this case. The solubility values calculated using this method are displayed in Table 1 and have been used to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annealing Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>$T_g$ ± Standard Deviation (°C)</th>
<th>Average Solubility ± Standard Deviation (% w/w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>49.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>21.4 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>49.7 ± 0.0</td>
<td>23.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>50.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>26.1 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>50.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>30.1 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>51.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>33.4 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>52.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>40.4 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Effect of annealing temperature on the glass transition of olanzapine–PLGA 50% w/w microparticles.

Figure 2. DSC traces of the second heating cycle of olanzapine–PLGA 50% w/w microparticles annealed at 70, 80, and 90 °C.

Figure 3. Standard curve of $T_g$ of solid dispersion vs olanzapine concentration in PLGA used to calculate solubility from $T_g$ due to deviation of the system from the Gordon–Taylor relationship.
generate a solubility curve (Figure 4). The experimental data were fitted with the Flory–Huggins model to calculate the interaction parameter, $\chi$, (and an associated error) for the system, which allowed extrapolation of the curve to any temperature by the relationship described in eq 1. $\Delta H_{\text{fus}}$ and $T_m$ are the heat of fusion and melting point of the crystalline drug, respectively. $\phi_{\text{drug}}$ and $\phi_{\text{polymer}}$ are the volume fractions of drug and polymer. $T$ is the temperature, $R$ is the gas constant, and $m$ is the ratio of the volume of the polymer to that of the lattice site.

$$\frac{\Delta H_{\text{fus}}}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T} \right) = \ln(\phi_{\text{drug}}) + \left(1 - \frac{1}{m}\right)\phi_{\text{polymer}} + \chi(\phi_{\text{polymer}})^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

A number of studies have used this approach to estimate solubility below the $T_g$; $\chi$ was calculated as $-3.22 \pm 0.26$ for the system, which allowed the solubility curve to be calculated at any temperature with a 95% confidence interval. Despite the reasonable solubility measured at 90 °C of 21% w/w, the model predicted it to dramatically reduce to 2% w/w at 25 °C.

**Measuring Drug–Polymer Solubility: QiMTDSC (RevC$_p$) Demixing Method.** In the second part of this study, an alternative protocol was developed with the aim of using the same principle of heating supersaturated olanzapine–PLGA solid dispersions but using a different physical property of the solid dispersions (RevC$_p$ rather than $T_g$) to measure the drug–polymer solubility. To achieve this, a QiMTDSC method was developed. An olanzapine–PLGA solid dispersion was heated and held at an elevated quasi-isothermal temperature, and as a result of the small modulation in temperature with time, the RevC$_p$ of the sample could be continually measured.
measured. This is significant, because crystalline and amorphous forms of the same material have different heat capacities at temperatures above the $T_g$ of the sample. Therefore, as the system undergoes demixing and olanzapine crystallizes at the elevated temperature, the total heat capacity of the solid dispersion system should reduce. The magnitude of the reduction should allow the relative fractions of amorphous and crystalline olanzapine to be calculated, which in turn will allow the solubility to be determined. Additionally, as the change in $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ is measured in real time and at a quasi-isothermal temperature, the kinetics of the crystallization should be able to be simultaneously measured using this protocol.

The newly developed QiMTDSC protocol requires accurate and precise $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ measurements. The $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ of the individual raw materials were measured at 90 °C. This temperature was selected, because it was the lowest temperature at which the system fully demixed (crystallized) when under the annealing conditions, which makes it most relevant to ambient storage conditions. The $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ of crystalline and amorphous olanzapine at the temperature of interest were found to be 1.28 ± 0.03 and 1.69 ± 0.04 J/g °C, respectively. The heat capacity of amorphous PLGA was measured as 1.87 ± 0.04 J/g °C at the same temperature.

Olanzapine–PLGA solid dispersions with drug loads of 10, 35, and 50% w/w were annealed at 90 °C for 70 min (Figure 5). The 10% w/w solid dispersion was used as a negative control as no significant crystallization was expected in this system under the annealing conditions used on the basis of the solubility values calculated using the DSC demixing ($T_g$) method (Table 1). The $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ clearly reflected this, as it remained constant at 1.86 J/g °C throughout the experiment, after the initial equilibration period of 5 min. On the basis of the solubility measurements made from the DSC demixing ($T_g$) method, the systems with 35 and 50% w/w drug load are reasonably predicted to be supersaturated, and therefore, crystallization of olanzapine was expected on annealing at 90 °C. The use of two samples with different levels of supersaturation was to assess whether the QiMTDSC protocol could distinguish between different levels of crystallization on annealing. Figure 5 shows that the protocol is capable of this, as a significantly greater reduction in $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ was recorded during annealing in the 50% w/w system compared to the 35% w/w system. The rank order of $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ following annealing was as expected on the basis of the raw material $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ values, with 10% w/w having the highest and 50% w/w having the lowest due to these systems having the highest and lowest amorphous content, respectively. The apparent plateau of the $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ signal after 20 min for the 50% w/w system was not reproducible between replicates and was attributed to fluctuations in the measurement.

**Calculation of Drug–Polymer Solubility from $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$**

Fractions of amorphous and crystalline olanzapine present in the solid dispersion following demixing can be calculated directly from the measured $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ using eq 2, providing the heat capacity of the crystalline/amorphous drug and amorphous polymer are known at the temperature of interest.

$$\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{total}}(T) = \phi (x \text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{amorphous}}(T) + (1-x)\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{crystalline}}(T)) + (1-\phi)\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{polymer}}(T)$$

Qi et al. derived eq 2 as a method of calculating crystalline/amorphous fractions of drug in solid dispersion formulations.\textsuperscript{23}

$\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{total}}$ refers to the total heat capacity measured for the solid dispersion system, $\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{amorphous}}$ and $\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{crystalline}}$ refer to the heat capacities of the two physical forms of the drug and $\text{Rev}_{C_p}^{\text{polymer}}$ is the heat capacity of the polymer. $T$ in parentheses signifies the heat capacities are measured at the same temperature and are not to be used as multipliers. $\phi$ is the weight fraction of total drug in the system, and $x$ is the weight fraction of the amorphous form of drug.

Eq 2 assumes ideal additivity of the heat capacities, although previous studies have made an identical assumption in developing miscibility models.\textsuperscript{23,24} The measured heat capacity of the 10% w/w solid dispersion provides evidence that this assumption is valid, as the heat capacity of the system is in excellent agreement with the calculated value of 1.85 J/g °C, if the system is assumed to be fully amorphous. It should be noted, however, that eq 2 has been previously been associated with a reasonably substantial error when applied to calculate heat capacities of binary mixtures of liquids.\textsuperscript{24}

Once the weight fractions of the crystalline and amorphous drug are determined using eq 2, the solubility can be calculated using eq 3.

$$\text{solubility}(% w/w) = x \cdot \phi \cdot 100$$

The olanzapine–PLGA solubility at 90 °C calculated using the heat capacity data from the 35 and 50% w/w solid dispersion systems was 23.6 ± 6.1% w/w. There was no statistically significant difference between the solubility values calculated using the two supersaturated solid dispersions (one way ANOVA, $p = 0.58$); therefore, an average solubility value was calculated.

**Calculation of Crystallization Kinetics Using the QiMTDSC Method.** An advantage of the QiMTDSC method is that the $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ signal is effectively describing a phase change over time at a quasi-isothermal temperature, which allows the kinetics of this change to be easily calculated, despite the complexity of the system. For example, QiMTDSC has previously been used to measure crystallization kinetics in lipid-based systems.\textsuperscript{25} The phase change occurring in this study is crystallization of the thermodynamic excess of olanzapine from the supersaturated molecularly dispersed state. The Avrami equation (eq 4) can be used to describe crystallization processes, whereby $\alpha$ is the crystal fraction at time $t$, $k$ is the crystallization rate constant, and $n$ is the Avrami exponent.\textsuperscript{26} The Avrami exponent can be used to estimate the mechanism and processes involved in the crystallization event, although it can also be used as an adjustable fitting parameter that may be nonintegral.

$$\alpha = 1 - \exp(-kt^n)$$

The QiMTDSC data were normalized and processed so that the $\text{Rev}_{C_p}$ was described as a fraction of the total change in the signal during the experiment (Figure 6). As a result of the time taken for equilibration at the start of the QiMTDSC experiments, data cannot be reliably collected for the first 5 min; therefore, for the purposes of the data fitting, the data collected in the first 5 min were not included, and the time at 5 min was considered $t = 0$. As a result of this, the first stage of the crystallization (predominantly nucleation) may not be recorded. Because of this limitation, interpretation of the calculated Avrami exponent should be treated with caution. The progress of the crystallization occurring in both solid dispersions was well-fitted with the Avrami equation \textit{(R² = 0.987)}.\textsuperscript{27}
allowing a crystallization rate constant \( (k) \) to be calculated (Table 2).

The crystallization rate constants of the two solid dispersion systems show that the 50% w/w olanzapine−PLGA system crystallizes at approximately twice the rate of the 35% w/w system at 90 °C. This demonstrates that the protocol can assess the effect of drug load on crystallization rates in solid dispersions at isothermal temperatures, which is of significance when studying the physical stability of supersaturated micro-particle solid dispersion systems.

The Avrami exponent calculated for each system was approximately 1, which suggests one-dimensional crystal growth; however, due to the limitations highlighted above, the exponent can be considered a fitting parameter to allow calculation of the rate constant, which is the parameter of interest.

The QiMDSC method can therefore be used to assess whether crystallization (demixing) will occur at a particular temperature, and if so, how long this process will take until the equilibrium is reached. To identify the temperature range of interest, a single stepwise QiMDSC experiment can be performed, whereby the temperature of the sample is increased in an incremental, stepwise manner, and the Rev\(_C_p\) is monitored to identify the lowest temperature at which crystallization occurs. For completion and comparison to the DSC demixing \( (T_g) \) method, a 50% w/w olanzapine−PLGA solid dispersion was analyzed at 70, 80, and 90 °C, and the progression of the demixing was monitored for 90 min using the Rev\(_C_p\) of the sample (Figure 7). The results were consistent with the observations from the DSC \( (T_g) \) demixing method. The Rev\(_C_p\) of the sample did not change on annealing at 70 °C for 90 min, showing that demixing did not occur under these conditions. However, the Rev\(_C_p\) steadily reduced but did not plateau when annealed for the same time at 80 °C. This demonstrates that demixing is occurring at this temperature, but the solubility equilibrium is not achieved within the time frame allowed. Annealing at 90 °C resulted in complete demixing within the time allowed, which is shown by the plateau in Rev\(_C_p\) after 70 min. These data are consistent with the \( T_g \) (Figure 1) and standard DSC results (Figure 2), showing that the QiMDSC protocol is a simple way of assessing which annealing conditions are required to achieve complete demixing of a particular system. Measuring Drug−Polymer Solubility: Demixing Microscopy Method. A series of olanzapine−PLGA micro-particle solid dispersions with increasing drug load were evenly spread on glass slides and annealed at 90 °C for 24 h. The samples were then transferred to a hot stage set at 90 °C and analyzed using standard and polarized light microscopy to determine whether crystalline olanzapine was present in the
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Figure 6. Fraction of phase change (crystallization) as a function of time for olanzapine−PLGA polymer dispersions at 90 °C (red lines show Avrami fitting).

![Figure 7](image7.png)

Figure 7. QiMDSC traces showing change in Rev\(_C_p\) with time in 50% w/w olanzapine−PLGA at 70, 80, and 90 °C.

The following table provides the results of the Avrami fitting of crystallization data for olanzapine dispersions in PLGA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>solid dispersion</th>
<th>( k ) (min(^{-n}))</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35% w/w OLZ/PLGA</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% w/w OLZ/PLGA</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 2](image2.png)

Table 2: Avrami Fitting of Crystallization Data for Olanzapine Dispersions in PLGA
samples. The results of the semiquantitative microscopy method are displayed in Figure 8. The microparticles deformed in shape at the elevated temperatures and produced a thin film. Figure 8a shows a solid dispersion with a 10% w/w drug load. No crystals were visible in the polymer phase, which was confirmed by the use of polarized light, suggesting that the system is unsaturated at this drug load. Figure 8b shows a solid dispersion with a 15% w/w drug load. A very small number of crystals were sparsely distributed in the polymer matrix, indicating that the system was at its saturation level at this drug load and temperature. Figure 8c,d show solid dispersions with 20 and 25% w/w olanzapine loads, respectively. Substantial olanzapine crystallites were visible, indicating that these systems are supersaturated. From these results, the olanzapine–PLGA solubility level appears to be approximately 15–20% w/w.

**DISCUSSION**

**Comparison of Methods for Measuring Olanzapine–PLGA Solubility.** Three methods have been used in this study to assess the solubility of olanzapine in PLGA: (1) a DSC demixing \( T_g \) method, (2) a QiMTDSC demixing \( \text{Rev}C_p \) method, and (3) a hot stage microscopy demixing method. All of these methods operate on the same principle of heating supersaturated solid dispersions to promote crystallization of the thermodynamic excess of drug; however, the methods differ in how the solubility is determined and it is of interest to see how the solubility values calculated compare, particularly as the \( \text{Rev}C_p \) method used is completely novel, the \( T_g \) method is a recent development, and no such comparison has been done previously.

Solubility is a temperature-dependent parameter; therefore, when comparing the methods, it is simpler to do so at one temperature of interest. Hence, 90 °C was selected in this study, as this was determined to be the lowest temperature at which demixing (crystallization) of the system occurred in a reasonable time frame and was therefore the solubility that was closest to ambient storage conditions that could be measured experimentally. The olanzapine–PLGA solubility values determined by each method are summarized in Table 3.

**Table 3. Summary of Olanzapine–PLGA Solubility Determined at 90 °C Using Different Demixing Methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>solubility (% w/w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSC ( T_g )</td>
<td>21.4 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QiMTDSC ( \text{Rev}C_p )</td>
<td>23.6 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polarized light microscopy</td>
<td>15–20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two DSC methods calculated the solubility to be very similar in the region of 21–24% w/w, which provides strong evidence that the new QiMTDSC protocol is a valid approach for measuring drug–polymer solubility. The results of the microscopy method used indicated that the system was near its saturation level at 15% w/w and supersaturated at 20% w/w. These microscopy results are only semiquantitative but suggest that the solubility level at this temperature lies at approximately 15–20% w/w, which is in reasonable agreement with the values calculated the \( T_g \) and \( \text{Rev}C_p \) although the DSC methods do appear to slightly overcalculate solubility. The main advantage of the microscopy method is that it is not reliant on a calculation based on a theoretical relationship between a physical property of the sample and solubility; it is a definitive and intuitive method for assessing whether or not the system is supersaturated at a given temperature. A limitation of the method, however, is that it is only semiquantitative, and false positives are possible due to the high level of sensitivity; therefore, the 20% w/w system was interpreted as the first truly supersaturated system, as the level of crystallinity in the 15% w/w system was very low.

The temperature dependency of solubility means that some prediction of solubility at room temperature is of practical importance when considering the long-term physical stability of pharmaceutical systems. The Flory–Huggins model was fitted to the solubility curve generated using the DSC demixing \( T_g \) method, allowing extrapolation of the curve to 25 °C (Figure 4). Olanzapine–PLGA solubility was predicted to be 2% w/w at this temperature, which is lower than drug loads typically used in PLGA microparticle formulations. This highlights that it may not always be feasible to produce thermodynamically stable systems with the required drug load, but it is important to be aware of this even if it is necessary to proceed with a supersaturated glass.

The use of the glass transition to calculate solubility is based on the principle that the \( T_g \) of a binary system can be used to predict the composition of that system using a number of different theoretical approaches, such as the Gordon–Taylor, Fox, and Couchman and Karasz equations.\(^{10,27}\) All of these approaches make slightly different assumptions and therefore differ slightly in the prediction of the relationship between \( T_g \) and the glass transition temperature. The temperature dependency of solubility means that some prediction of solubility at room temperature is of practical importance when considering the long-term physical stability of pharmaceutical systems. The Flory–Huggins model was fitted to the solubility curve generated using the DSC demixing \( T_g \) method, allowing extrapolation of the curve to 25 °C (Figure 4). Olanzapine–PLGA solubility was predicted to be 2% w/w at this temperature, which is lower than drug loads typically used in PLGA microparticle formulations. This highlights that it may not always be feasible to produce thermodynamically stable systems with the required drug load, but it is important to be aware of this even if it is necessary to proceed with a supersaturated glass.
and composition of the amorphous phase. One major assumption made by the Gordon–Taylor equation is that the components do not form strong specific intermolecular interactions and exhibit ideal mixing behavior. Many systems have been shown to deviate from the predicted relationship, which is suggestive of nonideal mixing behavior.28–34 The system in question has been found to deviate from the predicted Tg, therefore suggesting that the system exhibits nonideal mixing behavior, which is why theoretical relationships were not used to calculate solubility in this study. Deviation from predicted values is often attributed to the presence of strong specific drug–polymer interactions, but caution should be exercised when making this inference purely from observed deviations from the Gordon–Taylor equation, as there are conflicting reports in the literature regarding this relationship.35 A standard curve was therefore used to experimentally establish the relationship between Tg and olanzapine–PLGA composition. Because of these potential complications associated with quantifying the solubility from the Tg of the amorphous phase, the QiMTDSC method was investigated as an alternative approach, which uses a different physical property (RevCp) to calculate solubility.

Development of QiMTDSC Method. A new QiMTDSC protocol was developed as part of this study as an alternative method, which uses RevCp instead of the Tg to calculate drug–polymer solubility. The Tg method does not work for systems where the drug and polymer have similar Tg values; hence, it is important to investigate alternative approaches that use alternative properties of the sample. Heat capacity is essentially a measure of molecular mobility, and amorphous materials above their Tg have significantly higher molecular mobility and therefore heat capacity than the crystalline counterpart at the same temperature. Exploitation of this heat capacity difference is the basis of this new method and is what allows the solubility to be calculated. Demixing methods have been shown to only work at temperatures >Tg; therefore, this approach is suitable, as there should be a significant heat capacity difference between the amorphous and crystalline drug forms at temperatures where demixing occurs.36 Comparison of the solubility values determined by the three demixing methods (Table 3) suggests that using RevCp to calculate solubility is a valid approach, as it was highly comparable to that calculated using the established DSC demixing (Tg) method. The new QiMTDSC protocol, however, appears to slightly overcalculate the drug–polymer solubility level of this system when compared to the microscopy method, which may be due in part to the difficulty of obtaining accurate and precise heat capacity measurements as very small differences in RevCp result in significant differences in solubility calculated. This resulted in a higher standard deviation in the solubility calculations compared to the Tg method. To minimize this effect, systems that are best suited to this method will have a relatively large difference in heat capacity between the crystalline and amorphous forms of the drug of interest, and highly supersaturated systems should be used. The quality and condition of the DSC instrument and skill of the operator were also found to be important factors when making RevCp measurements accurately enough to calculate valid solubility values; however, with future developments in DSC instruments (e.g., improved baseline quality), these measurements should become easier to make.

The main advantage of this method is that the demixing process can be monitored under different annealing conditions, and crystallization kinetics of the drug can also be measured at a particular temperature, as the protocol is isothermal and measures the heat capacity, which changes as a function of time due to the crystallization of the drug. The crystallization kinetics can only be measured, however, if they are sufficiently slow, as the QiMTDSC protocol takes a few minutes to equilibrate, and therefore, any crystallization that occurs in this initial 5 min period cannot be recorded and analyzed.

The crystallization rate constant was calculated for olanzapine in two microparticle solid dispersion systems at 90 °C. Crystallization occurred at approximately twice the rate in the solid dispersion with a higher level of supersaturation, showing that the supersaturation level is critical and affects the rate of crystallization. Pseudoexponential crystallization kinetics were observed for both systems and have previously been reported in other drug–polymer dispersions.36 These kinetics can be expected if the crystallization occurs in suitably confined geometry, which has been discussed by Descamps and Willart in a recent review article.37 The microscopy images, particularly Figure 8d, support this theory and suggest that the crystallization is confined by the presence of the polymer because of the small crystallite size observed, which has interesting implications for the mechanism of polymer stabilization.

The developed protocol can therefore be used to investigate how both the composition (drug/polymer concentration) and storage conditions (temperature) affect the rate of crystallization in supersaturated microparticle solid dispersion formulations, which is important to help identify long-term physical stability issues. The protocol could therefore be used to effectively stress test systems at elevated temperatures to assess whether physical instability may be an issue for a formulation. It should be noted that the elevated temperature is likely to deform the microparticles in this case, but this allows a rapid assessment of whether crystallization of the drug may occur in a particular system, and calculation of the rate at which it occurs at various temperatures, in a dramatically accelerated time frame.

The QiMTDSC protocol was also shown to be able to easily determine whether the equilibrium solubility is achieved on demixing at a particular annealing temperature by monitoring RevCp with time and measuring how long it takes for the RevCp signal to plateau. This is significant, because in a single experiment, it is possible to be sure the equilibrium solubility is achieved, quantify the solubility at the annealing temperature, and model the kinetics of crystallization (demixing). As expected, the time taken to reach equilibrium solubility was shown to increase as the annealing temperature was reduced. Interestingly, however, no demixing appeared to occur at all within a 90 min time frame at 70 °C, whereas significant demixing occurred at 80 °C (Figure 7). The Tg of the system before demixing is approximately 55 °C (Figure 1); therefore, the system is above Tg at all the annealing temperatures used. This suggests that as the annealing conditions approach the Tg, the kinetics of crystallization become significantly slower to a point where no crystallization is observed at all within 90 min when this system is annealed at 15 °C above the glass transition. These data demonstrate the problem with making drug–polymer solubility measurements at ambient conditions, as the demixing kinetics become sufficiently slow, rendering measurements at temperatures lower than the Tg of the system highly impractical. Figure 7 shows that the crystallization kinetics increase as a function of temperature; however, it
should be noted that as the temperature is further increased, the rate of crystallization would eventually be expected to reduce, despite the increased molecular mobility, as the level of supersaturation and thermodynamic drive for crystallization is reduced.

In summary, the QiMTDSC protocol developed allows calculation of the thermodynamic solubility equilibrium level at elevated temperatures, direct measurement of the rates of crystallization that occur in the solid dispersion, and a simple way of assessing which conditions are required for complete demixing of the system to occur.

■ CONCLUSION

A new QiMTDSC protocol was developed that has been shown to be an alternative method of measuring drug–polymer solubility. The new method was validated by comparison to an established DSC demixing (Td) method, and the two protocols were found to calculate very similar olanzapine–PLGA solubility levels at a temperature of interest. The two DSC methods were then compared to a simple microscopy demixing method, which identified that DSC methods may slightly overcalculate the drug–polymer solubility for this system. The main advantage of the QiMTDSC protocol was that it is also able to simultaneously measure the drug crystallization kinetics occurring within the solid dispersion and easily identify annealing conditions required to result in complete demixing of the system.

Olanzapine–PLGA microparticle formulations were the systems studied in this work. The QiMTDSC protocol has been shown to easily identify the temperature at which crystallization starts occurring in this system and has also been able to model the kinetics of this process. The microparticles may ultimately deform during this analysis, but nevertheless, the protocol provides a rapid assessment of whether physical instability may be an issue for the formulation by effectively stress testing the system with elevated temperature. Identification of potential physical instability in PLGA microparticles is of importance, as it may impact the release performance of the formulation.
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